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Give Your Best Sermon Everâ€”Every Time Newly edited for todayâ€™s readers, this time-tested

book combines recognized public speaking techniques with proven theories of preaching to equip

you for the pulpit. Author James Braga provides pastors and message-givers anywhere in ministry

with logical, step-by-step guidance to preparing and delivering effective sermons. Each chapter

thoroughly defines and describes each critical component of a sermon, from the introduction to

illustrations and the conclusion. 35th Anniversary Edition - Updated for the 21st Century! A How-To

That Delivers Since 1969, How to Prepare Bible Messages has been a pastorâ€™s most trusted

source for preparing and delivering sermons that change lives. And for good reason. James

Bragaâ€™s clear and logical method combines effective techniques for public speaking with

time-tested theories of teaching. His instructions are so simple even a novice can follow them. From

the title to the conclusion and the lessons in between, Braga leaves no question unanswered. How

to Prepare Bible Messages is a recognized classicâ€”and your key to powerfully conveying

Godâ€™s Word to a hungry people! Story Behind the BookWhen this book was originally published

in 1969, James Braga understood that in order for Godâ€™s Word to impact His sheep in a

life-changing way, the messenger had to do his job exceedingly well. Now, more than thirty years

later, the guidance Braga provides pastors, youth leaders, and speakers of all kinds for preparing

and delivering effective Bible messages stands stronger than ever. Time-tested and true, his words

provide insight, guidance, and tangible steps for answering Godâ€™s call to deliver His message

with excellence.
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Leadership

Point: Preparing messages from the Bible takes dedication, skill, and devotion to the text.Path:

Giving an overview of three popular formats for sermons, topical, textual, and expository, Braga

instructs the reader on preparing messages. He spends the majority of the book outlining how to

prepare an expository message, but gives brief comments concerning the topical and textual

messages.Agreement: Although there is a place for the topical sermon, I appreciated that he did not

spend a great amount of time on it. Rather, he dedicated the majority of his time on the expository

sermon, which seems to be the most beneficial for the church to partake of regularly. It takes a

specific passage, asks what it means, and then seeks to communicate that truth to the hearer.

Braga discusses several different ideas which were differently defined in Robinson's book. He deals

with the proposition which is the main point of the passage (Robinson calls this the "subject" I

believe), then the Interrogative sentence (Robinson calls this the "compliment") and then the

transitional statement.Disagreement: A small quibble would be that the textual sermon seems quite

similar to the expository message, but he contrasts them.Personal App: Braga's book is a helpful

book, even though it was written nearly forty years ago. I believe one of the most beneficial areas of

the book is its homework. If I were to teach a class, or mentor another man, I would consult this

book for ideas concerning homework and projects to complete. Braga also suggests that the

preacher categorize illustrations as he comes across them. I don't use actually file folders in my

compilation, however, I went through and added all his suggested folders into my sermon archive on

my computer.
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